STATE HOUSE DISTRICT 109 - CHARLESTON

EXPANDING/ENHANCING DOMESTIC VIOLENCE REPORTING EFFORTS

Would you support efforts to enhance/expand methods for reporting in South Carolina?

NO
Rodney Travis, Libertarian

NO RESPONSE
Deon Tedder, Democratic

“Victims need to be encouraged to call 911 when domestic violence occurs.” – R. Travis

SUPPORT FOR GOING BEYOND CRIMINAL JUSTICE RESPONSE

Would you support the creation of a statewide plan to effectively address the issues of domestic and sexual violence beyond the criminal justice response?

NO
Rodney Travis, Libertarian

NO RESPONSE
Deon Tedder, Democratic

INCREASED FOCUS ON PREVENTION OF DOMESTIC & SEXUAL VIOLENCE

Do you believe our state needs to increase its focus on the prevention of domestic and sexual violence?

YES
Rodney Travis, Libertarian

NO RESPONSE
Deon Tedder, Democratic

“Stop the light sentencing and low bail for domestic violence offenders. No more revolving door policies for those convicted. Make offenders stay in jail a long time. Warn survivors not to reunite with offenders.” – R. Travis
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SUPPORT ADDITIONAL FUNDING FOR DOMESTIC & SEXUAL VIOLENCE SERVICE PROVIDERS

Would you support additional state funding be allocated to victim service providers?

NO
Rodney Travis, Libertarian

NO RESPONSE
Deon Tedder, Democratic

“No, not until the pandemic ends and revenues pick up.” – R. Travis

Do you believe additional federal funding should be allocated to victim service providers?

YES
Rodney Travis, Libertarian

NO RESPONSE
Deon Tedder, Democratic

“All of us are in this together and we must endure the economic repercussions of the pandemic. We must guard our finances for basic government functions. Budget cuts are the norm until things get better.” - R. Travis